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ABSTRACT

In the field of sports analysis, combining sports action recognition with sports events and analyzing the athletes' sports
situation in the video can provide athletes with auxiliary training, find their strengths and weaknesses, optimize the
training system and promote their growth. Aiming at the low accuracy of sports video action recognition method, this
paper applies the deep learning (DL) technology in artificial intelligence (AI) to sports action recognition, constructs the
functional architecture of sports application system, and conducts comparative experiments on standard sports video
action data sets to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm from the recognition accuracy and
response time respectively. The test results show that the proposed method is superior to the traditional motion
recognition model in accuracy and efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Motion recognition of sports videos is a multi-category pattern recognition problem, which mainly faces two challenges:
one is to extract effective features from similar sports actions in various sports videos; The other is to construct a
machine learning model to complete the classification of action features 1. In the stage of physical training, some
postures are not in place, which leads to the decline of training quality and ultimately affects students' physical
performance 2. The general sports action recognition method includes two steps: feature extraction and classifier design.
Firstly, the feature of the original input data is extracted by a manually designed feature extractor, and then the extracted
features are trained on the classifier to classify and recognize the actions 3-4. In the field of sports analysis, combining
sports action recognition with sports events and analyzing the athletes' sports situation in the video can provide athletes
with auxiliary training, find their strengths and weaknesses, optimize the training system, promote their growth, and
finally make athletes achieve better training results 5.

In order to improve the effect of physical training, it is necessary to identify the human posture in the training process in
order to correct the problems in physical training in time. Traditional action recognition methods are generally suitable
for small-scale data sets with few types of actions, small amount of data and low complexity of actions 6. However, with
the advent of the era of big data, multimedia information data is growing exponentially, and the traditional method based
on artificial design features can not adapt to the current large-scale data. Since the rise of DL method, DL method has
been introduced to automatically extract motion features, reducing the cost of manual feature design 7. A large quantity
of motion data make the recognition model obtained by training more accurate, and the development of computing
power makes the model training no longer stretched. Ou et al. extracted the motion trajectory of joint points through
three-dimensional modeling 8. Rodrigues et al. used optical flow method to extract gait cycle, obtained gait cycle energy
map and direction gradient histogram, and recognized gait through feature fusion 9. Dong et al. used Gaussian mixture
model and support vector machine to complete sports action recognition. However, the feature dimension of Gaussian
mixture model used in this method is too high, which is not conducive to the classification of support vector machine, so
the effect of sports action recognition is poor 10. In this paper, DL technology in AI is applied to sports action recognition,
and the functional architecture of sports application system is constructed.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Image sampling and feature expression of human posture in physical training

When recognizing the actions of multiple people in a video sequence, the human motion images taken by multi-view
cameras are blocked and crossed, so it is necessary to identify the human motion trajectory first. The rapid development
of DL has injected new impetus into the research of motion recognition. DL is generally built into a multi-level structure
composed of nonlinear computing units, and the output of the low-level network is used as the input of the high-level
network. This kind of structure can often extract target features from a large quantity of data, but ordinary machine
learning needs to define the feature quantity artificially, and then train the defined feature quantity 11. In DL-based
motion recognition methods, most of them use end-to-end methods to extract motion features and classify them, in which
depth CNN plays an important role. Appropriate CNN can capture abundant action discrimination features and make the
model have better learning and representation ability. Over-fitting often occurs in this kind of complex networks.
Optimizing the network structure and improving the training algorithm to reduce over-fitting and improve the
generalization performance are also problems to be solved. A single depth structure has a good performance for a
specific problem, and combining multiple depth structures to solve multi-characteristic problems has become the current
research trend of DL. The functional architecture of sports application system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Functional architecture of sports application system

When the quantity of samples in the data set is limited, it is a common practice to choose an appropriate data
enhancement strategy to increase the quantity of samples and improve the diversity of samples, thus alleviating the
over-fitting problem and improving the robustness of the model. DL comes from machine learning, and its essence is
also a method to find the optimal solution. Data is passed through some nonlinear structures and these nonlinear
structures are changed by generation. After many iterations, this nonlinear structure becomes the optimization function
of this kind of data. However, the driving mode of DL is different from that of traditional machine learning, which is
strictly proved by statistics and mathematics. This method is driven by a large quantity of data. Through different
network structures, the characteristics that can be used to express the data pointing results are found in the data according
to the set rules, and the model parameters are optimized according to these characteristics.

2.2 Sports action recognition algorithm

The basis of sports action recognition is to obtain more discriminating time and space information, and deeper CNN can
extract more discriminating information, thus improving the prediction performance 12. In general, the method of
improving the accuracy of the model will deepen or broaden the scale and parameters of the network, but this will not
only increase the quantity of super-parameters, but also increase the difficulty of network design and computational
overhead, and also make the network prone to over-fitting. Generally speaking, people can show a variety of motion
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characteristics when doing actions, but it is not comprehensive to describe human actions with only one feature.
Although the types of actions are the same, the trajectory of a single feature of limb joints may be the same or close, for
example, a joint point in a frame of different actions will have the same angle. In this case, the joint angle characteristics
can not completely distinguish the movements, which may cause classification errors and reduce the recognition rate13.

For general CNN, its input is single frame or continuous stacked frame, and the limitation of input form makes the
network only pay attention to the action changes in a short period of time, and can not effectively extract the time
information in a long period of time. Data enhancement refers to making limited data produce value equivalent to more
data through image translation, flipping, cropping and other transformation methods without substantial increase of data.
Using data enhancement method for action data set can not only increase the diversity of samples, but also reduce the
over-fitting phenomenon of the network. In the training process, the network with stronger generalization ability can be
obtained by various transformations of pictures, which makes the model more robust. The sports action recognition
model based on the improved CNN algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Sports action recognition model

In the application of video-based sports action recognition, there is a strong spatial correlation and time correlation
between the video frames of the action. A good action video representation method can not only effectively avoid the
limitation of sample number, but also make full use of the spatial and time information in the video with as little
redundancy as possible. Suppose the formula of the fully connected layer feature output

 lx of the l layer is as
follows:

        llll bxwfx  1
(1)

Among them,
 lw represents the weight parameter, and

 lb is the bias term. The Softmax regression classifier needs
to iteratively update and learn, and the functions to be learned are:
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Among them, k represents the quantity of categories to be classified, and ib and


iw represent the offset vector and

weight vector corresponding to the i th category. Equation (3) represents the probability value that the sample x


is the
j class.
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After training and learning to get



iw and ib , the objective loss function can be expressed as:
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Among them, m represents the quantity of samples in the training set, k represents the quantity of classification

categories, and }1{ is an indicative function. When l(j)y , the function value is 1, otherwise it is 0. Optimized by an
autoencoder for high-dimensional input data

NRx :

  xgfx
gf


,

min
(5)

Among them, the encoder g(x)y  maps the input data to the low-dimensional space MNRy M ＞, . Let
NRx

be the observations of time t , the optimization function of the time encoder is as follows:

       ttttttgf
XgfX :1:1,

min  
(6)

Where the encoder   tttXgy :1 maps the input data to the low-dimensional space   MtNRy M ＞ , . The

decoder       tN
ttt RyfX 

 :1
ˆ

is used to map back to the data space.

In order to extract richer temporal and spatial features, RGB and optical flow data are used to make the model make full
use of the action space and time sequence information in the video. Secondly, in view of the phenomenon that similar
actions are easily misjudged in long-lasting videos, the optimal video segmentation value is obtained through testing, so
that the model can better distinguish similar actions of molecular action sharing phenomenon, thus better solving some
misjudgments caused by similar sub-actions. When using DL method to classify and identify human actions, a large
amount of data is needed. But not in all cases, there is enough data to carry out the experiment. Therefore, if you want to
have enough data to complete the task, there are generally two methods to choose from. One is to find more marked data
resources, and the other is to make full use of existing data for data enhancement.

3. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Video data, as the most easily available data format, is also the most commonly used modal data in sports action
recognition tasks. Video modal data contains more detailed human movement information, and depicts the movement of
human parts more carefully. In addition, for some learning tasks that need to be assisted by scenes or objects, video
modal data provides more auxiliary information besides the movement itself. However, some useless interference
information is inevitably mixed in the obtained video data, which makes the target information scattered. The
combination of the data of the two modes can complement each other and obtain higher accuracy of action recognition.
After the motion features pass through the classifier, the feature vectors are mapped into classification score vectors.
Taking the index position corresponding to the maximum probability value is the classification result of the model. The
accuracy of motion recognition of different algorithms is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Recognition accuracy of different algorithms

From the angle of information form, compared with RGB image information, the information of bone points is extremely
dense, and the information is generally lighter and less redundant, but the overall information is not as high as that of
RGB image information. Moreover, when describing the interaction between people and some scenes and objects, the
problem of incomplete expression of overall action information will occur due to the lack of description of interactive
objects. In the case of a large quantity of unknown input data features, it is not appropriate to specify a unified static
structure for different types of action sequence data with different lengths. A lot of attempts must be made to obtain a
suitable network structure in order to obtain satisfactory analysis results.

In order to improve the anti-noise performance of the original network while maintaining the performance of feature
extraction and classification, the residual shrinkage subnet is added to the input part of the original network. In the face
of complex problems, it is often necessary to deepen the network level to fit more complex functions and models to solve
such problems. The network level can not be increased indefinitely all the time. Increasing the network level will not
only bring redundancy of training parameters, but also lead to slow training and increase the degree of over-fitting. More
importantly, the superposition of these levels represents that features are constantly being extracted. However, with the
increase of feature depth, some features become no longer obvious, and even important feature information is lost in the
network extracted layer by layer, which leads to the degradation of the network.

The core processing stage of CNN is the convolution operation of feature map, which is similar to a filtering form in
image processing algorithm. Conventional filter parameters are unchanged, while CNN sets adaptive filter parameters to
extract regional features in this way. This feature extraction method has been proved to be spatial sensitive in a large
quantity of experiments, which is manifested in the acquisition of neighborhood correlation of pixels in feature maps in
image processing. The input video frame sequence will first extract the feature information of video action through the
feature extraction module of the network. Then, the feature information extracted from the model is mapped to the
marking space of the action sample by using the full connection layer through linear transformation. Finally, the Softmax
classifier is used to evaluate the probability of video action categories, and the action category with the highest
probability is taken as the recognition result of video action. Figure 4 shows the MAE comparison of different algorithms
on the test set. Figure 5 shows the response time comparison of different algorithms.
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Figure 4. MAE comparison of different algorithms

Figure 5. Comparison of response time of different algorithms

When dealing with the closely related problems in time domain, it is generally noticed that the information at different
time points has certain correlation, and the information distributed at different time points plays a different proportion in
the whole information set. In order to make this correlation more explicit and allocate the proportion of data at different
time points in the whole data set more reasonably, the common method is to use attention mechanism. As can be seen
from Figure 4 and Figure 5, the improved MAE of CNN on the test set is obviously improved compared with the
traditional algorithm, and the error sum and response time are obviously reduced. Compared with high-level statistical
features, using the bottom features to build a sports feature recognition model can get higher accuracy. Through the
improvement of this paper, the convergence speed of CNN parameters is faster, and the final model classification
accuracy is higher.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
For multi-modal motion recognition, the main obstacle is how to effectively and correctly model and use the information
of each modal motion. In this paper, DL technology in AI is applied to sports action recognition, and the functional
architecture of sports application system is constructed. Compared with the traditional algorithm, the improved MAE of
CNN on the test set is obviously improved, and the error sum and response time are obviously reduced. In order to obtain
more discriminant features for action recognition, the depth and RGB modal data are used for action recognition at the
same time, and an adaptive weight multi-stream fusion method is given to realize more effective multi-stream data
fusion and improve the action recognition rate. Compared with high-level statistical features, using the bottom features
to build a sports feature recognition model can get higher accuracy. If you want to really understand human movements,
you need to understand the evolution of the relationship between movements, describe the movements and their
constituent elements at the conceptual level, and correctly understand the semantics of movements. Therefore, action
semantics can be studied, so that sports action recognition has further development and progress.
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